GOOD MORNING VAL DI FASSA
TODAY

Suggestions and tips for your holiday. Edited by Apt Val di Fassa

TOMORROW

06/28/2019

HIGHLIGHT

THE HISTORIC “STELLA ALPINA” IS WORTH
AN OSCAR

The first edition of the “Stella Alpina” dates back to 1947 and Val di Fassa is
often part of the itinerary in the latest years.

Today in the valley
“VAL DI FASSA RUNNING” FINALS

LUSIA ALP – MOENA AT 9.00 A.M.
Last stage of the competitions that today sees the runners at altitude
for the final rush.

BETWEEN FAIRYTALE AND MAGIC

TOURIST OFFICE – LOC. VIGO/SÈN JAN AT 4.00 P.M.
Together with a mountain guide, excursion on the local history and
legends, in the woods around the village.

AROUND THE MOUNTAIN PATHS

PARISH THEATRE – CAMPITELLO AT 9.00 P.M.
Didactic evening organised by the local section of the Cai-Sa about
the local situation of the mountain courses, after the disruptions
provoked by the Vaia storms.

Among the finalists in the nominations to the “Historic Motoring Awards”,
the Oscars of the vintage cars (only five in the world are selected), the
“Stella Alpina” comes back today until Sunday also on the roads of Val di
Fassa. The vintage cars, that take place in this Aci Sport 2019 “superclassic” trophy, will be exposed today in the square Piaza de Comun in
Pozza, from 7.30 p.m., to be admired by the enthusiasts, before leading
towards Moena. From here, they will depart again on Saturday in the
morning, along a dolomitic itinerary that is a sort of runway for this
design models. Cars and pilots will then go back to the Fairy of the
Dolomites, where they will be protagonists of an evening appointment.
On Sunday they will finally go back to Trento and to the end of the tour.

Itineraries
FROM POZZA TO MALGA CROCIFISSO
Starting from the hamlet of Meida, in Pozza di Fassa, go up along
the street Strada de Meida that soon becomes Strada Ruf de
Ruacia. You will reach the bridge that crosses the stream near the
restaurant La Soldanella. Not much before the bridge, on the right,
you will enter a nice dirt road. The path starts with a light climb,
that becomes steeper while going up along some hairpin turns,
passing though meadows and woods. Afterwards, the track becomes
flat again until it meets the paved road that leads to Val San Nicolò.
With another short walk along a slight climb, you will reach Malga
Crocifisso (1526 mt). Come back along the paved road that leads to
the village.

The complete schedule of the events is available by the tourist offices of the valley.

Initiatives for our guests
JUNE 29TH AT 8.00 A.M. – CANAZEI

PANORAMA TREK

ALONG THE CRESTS BETWEEN CIAMPAC AND VAL DE GREPA WITH
THE MOUNTAIN GUIDES. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT
(EXCURSION AGAINST PAYMENT).
JUNE 29TH AT 9.30 A.M. – LOC. POZZA/SÈN JAN

NORDIC WALKING FOR TWO

LESSON FOR TWO TO LEARN WHO TO PROPERLY WALK IN THE
NATURE. ENROLMENT: SPORT CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST
PAYMENT).

Did you know that...
In the Twenties, Canazei was named as municipal headquarter (the
other one was in Vigo), including the villages of Alba, Penia and
Campitello. So a town council needed to be built. The project was
aassigned to the architect Ettore Sottsass who also followed the
works, since the beginning of spring in 1924. The new building, still
visible in the square Piaz Marconi (it has been amplified some years
ago), was inaugurated in 1926 with a fascist ceremony, in presence
of the town clerk, Eugenio Mazzel, undisputed authority of the
village.

JUNE 30TH AT 10.00 A.M. – CAMPITELLO

TROTTING EMOTIONS

NICE HORSE-BACK RIDE WITH INSTRUCTOR. ENROLMENT: SPORT
CHECK POINT (ACTIVITY AGAINST PAYMENT).
Initiatives reserved to the guests with the Val di Fassa Card (ask your hotel/apartment). Enrolments required within the previous day by the Tourist
Offices. The activities are reserved to the guests of the associated structures of Val di Fassa Tourist Board.
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